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WELCOME TO

THE UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG
Dear students,
By choosing the University of Luxembourg, you
have opted for a young and dynamic university,
where you will be able to actively contribute to
its development. You are going to study in an
exceptional setting.
Geographically located at the heart of Europe,
Luxembourg hosts many European institutions
and companies. To fully capitalise on this
context, the University of Luxembourg is very
internationally oriented.
Firstly through multilingualism: the teaching
languages are French, German, English and
Luxembourgish and most of the programmes are
taught in at least two languages. Secondly, the
University has made international cooperation one
of its priorities, whether through the development
of study programmes or mobility agreements and
finally, on the many different nationalities among
students and lecturers.
Mobility is an important aspect of studying and is
part of your Bachelor programme: each student
spends at least one mobility semester abroad.

WELCOME TO

THE UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG
Dear students,

Studing abroad enriches the academic curriculum,
but also allows you to improve your linguistic and
cross-cultural skills.
The Luxembourg Learning Center is not only
a university library with many different services
for students, but also an inspiring place to prepare
your courses and exams.
Our dynamic Student Delegation and our officiallyrecognised Student Associations ensure that
students have a voice and are heard and that the
offers in the field of student life are continually
broadened.
This guide provides all the information you need
about your university and walks you through the
administrative formalities. We will give you useful
tips to help you settle down in Luxembourg and
start sucessfully in your study programme.

Welcome to the University of Luxembourg!
The Student Department (SEVE) looks forward
to accompanying you and ensuring that your
university experience will be an enriching,
enjoyable and memorable one.

As in the past year, we will continue to implement
all public protection protocols to prevent the
spread of the Covid-19 pandemic and ensure a safe
learning experience.

The University of Luxembourg is a unique
institution, combining the highest international
academic standards with a constant mindfulness
for its students’ wellbeing.

We hope you will find in this Handbook the
necessary information and resources you need
to manage your student life at the University and
accomplish your goals.

At every step of your integration, our Student
services and teams are available on all our
campuses, committed to offer you support and
guidance.

Again, welcome, wishing you a safe and wonderful
experience at the University of Luxembourg!
Gregory Dubost
Head of the Student Department (SEVE)

From administrative, housing, health to financial,
personal or career issues, we are dedicated to
facilitate your educational and social life on
campus.

Welcome to the University of Luxembourg!
Catherine Léglu, Vice-Rector for academic affairs

Gregory Dubost

Malika Dahou

›› Head of the Student Department

›› Student Department Secretariat

STUDENT DEPARTMENT (SEVE)
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 5th & 6th floors
(+352) 46 66 44 6060
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THE UNIVERSITY

COVID-19
SAFETY GUIDELINES

FACTS & FIGURES

With more than 6,700 students from all over the world, the University of Luxembourg has an international and
multilingual character that offers its students a higher search-oriented education.

The University is committed to make your studying experience as safe as possible for yourself, your fellow
students, your professors and the entire University staff.
COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease. It is also your responsibility to help limit the spread of the virus.
Please follow all health and safety instructions to protect yourself and others.
More information: wwwen.uni.lu/coronavirus/guidelines

GENERAL RULES*

3

3

faculties

interdisciplinary
research
centres

3

campuses

››

Maintain a minimum distance of 2 metres from others.

››

Wash or disinfect yours hands frequently.

››

Wear a mask that covers your nose and mouth. This is mandatory in all buildings, lecture halls, classrooms
and shared spaces" (elevators, corridors, toilets, etc.).

››

Greet without shaking hands.

››

For meetings, the University applies the legal guidelines:
›› meetings from 11-50 persons: masks must be worn, social distancing needs to be observed;
›› meetings from 51 to 300 persons: masks must be worn, social distancing needs to be observed and
people must be seated;
›› meetings of more than 300 participants are prohibited (except if specifically authorised by the ministry
of Health).

from

6,783 130
students

283

56%

different countries

professors,
assistant professors
and lecturers

600+

international students

3

››

Self-monitor by checking your temperature regularly and making sure there are no breathing problems or
coughing.

››

If you do not feel well or if you show symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, cough, shortness of breath), stay at
home and do not come to class or to the University. Do not go to the doctor or to the hospitals’ emergency
rooms. Call the doctor with whom you are registered in Luxembourg and follow further instructions.

››

Cough or sneeze into your elbow or into a disposable tissue, dispose of them in a dustbin with a lid.

››

Keep track of your social contacts.

official languages:
French, German, English

agreements signed on student
exchanges and teaching and
research collaborations

*Last update: August 2021
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IN ALL BUILDINGS, CORRIDORS,
LECTURE HALLS AND CLASSROOMS

WHAT TO DO IF YOU SUSPECT A COVID-19
INFECTION OR HAVE BEEN TESTED POSITIVE
If a COVID-19 infection is suspected or, if you have been tested positively on COVID-19, you should self-isolate
yourself immediately for a minimum of 14 days after the onset of symptoms (or upon confirmation to be a
suspected case).

››

Disinfect your hands before entering any classroom.

Contact with other people must be absolutely avoided.

››

Observe social distancing of 2 metres from others.

You should also:

››

Masks are mandatory at all times.

1.

››

Please respect the seating plan for your safety.

2.

Call 46 66 44 5555 to notify and send an email to healthinfo@uni.lu

››

Do not move the tables and chairs in classrooms.

3.

Strictly follow the sanitary recommendations.

››

To facilitate social distancing, the University is channeling the flow of persons in the corridors, staircases
and elevators. It is mandatory to respect the traffic indications and guidelines.

If you live in a student residence, you should also:

››

Traffic flow in the building entrances may be one way. Please use the proper doors assigned for entering
and exiting buildings.

››

Some elevators may be reserved for persons with disabilities. In this case please use the stairs to move
between floors.

››

Traffic flow in the staircases may be one-way. Going up or down between levels may require the use of
different staircases. Make sure to locate your way to the exit.

Follow the doctor's instructions (mask and medication);

4.

Stay in your room. Do not use the shared kitchen.

5.

Please check with your roommates via social media if someone can go grocery shopping for you and
provide you with the essentials. All purchases should be left outside in front of your room, personal
contact should be avoided.

6.

If you share your bathroom, please clean it thoroughly after each use with normal detergent (shower,
washbasin, toilet).

For further details, please see recommendations for isolation at home for people living under the same roof.
msan.gouvernement.lu

IN THE RESIDENCES

GET VACCINATED AGAINST COVID-19

››

Please disinfect your hands frequently.

››

Please maintain a distance of 2 metres to others. If social distancing cannot be respected, masks are
mandatory.

››

Vaccination is free of charge. You are required to present your Luxembourgish social security registration
number and your passport or ID card. For further information www.covid19.public.lu/en/vaccination.html.

››

If possible, stay in the same group to limit risk.

››

››

No more than 10 persons are allowed in shared spaces (kitchen/bathroom/laundry room) simultaneously.
If social distancing cannot be respected, the number may be less than 10. Please act responsibly and adapt
accordingly.

A vaccination with SARS-CoV-2 vaccines is the most effective way to avoid contracting this infectious
disease, to protect yourselves and your fellow students.

››

In Luxembourg, the vaccination certificate, through the CovidCheck system, enables vaccinated persons
to have easier access to establishments, events and activities.

››

Parties and festivities are prohibited.

››

››

Do not invite more than 1 visitor per day.

The vaccination certificate also enables you to circulate freely and safely within the EU during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

››

Do not share dishes, glasses, cups, kitchen utensils, napkins or bedding with other people. After having
used any of these items, wash them carefully with normal detergent and soap.

››

››

Clean and disinfect surfaces frequently and air out your room regularly.

You can get vaccinated without appointment at the Victor Hugo vaccination centre in LuxembourgLimpertsberg. You can find the address and opening hours here: www.covid19.public.lu/en/vaccination/
centre-vaccination.html

››

You can also get a vaccination from general practitioners and pediatricians. The list of medical doctors
dispensing vaccines can be found here: www.covid19.public.lu/en/vaccination/book-appointment.html

››

Anyone who is 18 and above (12 and above for messenger RNA vaccines) can register online on one of
the waiting lists and express their interest in being vaccinated against COVID-19. To register, please visit
impfen.lu.

IN UNIVERSITY RESTAURANTS
››

Please disinfect your hands before entering a restaurant.

››

Masks are mandatory at all times except when seated at a table.

››

At the entrance of the restaurant, trolleys are prepared with trays for use. The number of prepared trays
corresponds to the number of places available in the restaurant.

››

If no more trays are available, guests may purchase take-away meals.

››

If you have to wait in line to be admitted to the restaurant, please observe the distancing rules.

GET TESTED FOR COVID-19
››

Anyone can be an asymptomatic carrier of COVID-19.

››

Protect the community and your loved ones: Use the quick self-tests provided by the University to test
regularly for COVID-19.

››

For PCR tests, please refer to the website of the ministry of Health: www.covid19.public.lu/en/testing.html

››

Act responsibly and help break the infection chain.

VIOLATING SAFETY GUIDELINES
Please note that the University’s COVID-19 safety guidelines are mandatory.
Rules violation entails disciplinary sanctions.
We also kindly remind you that individuals must strictly respect the legal quarantine rules.
Whoever has been ordered to quarantine by the health authorities must strictly observe the
quarantine. Quarantine infringement is against the law and subject to sanctions.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
2021-2022

STUDY ADMINISTRATION
DIPLOMA RECOGNITION

For definitive enrolment in a Master's programme at the University of Luxembourg, any student who does
not hold a Bachelor's degree corresponding to at least 180 ECTS according to the framework of the Bologna
process, issued by a higher education institution located in another Member State of the European Union, in
a Member State of the European Economic Area or in a Swiss Confederation recognised by the competent
authorities of the State in question and certifying higher education recognised by the same competent
authorities, must compulsorily submit an application to register his diploma at the Ministry of Higher
Education and Research in Luxembourg.

WINTER SEMESTER
20 September 2021 – 14 February 2022

Courses

For more information on how to register please consult: www.guichet.public.lu

20 September 2021 - 24 December 2021

Christmas holidays
27 December 2021 - 9 January 2022

Exams preparation
10 January 2022 - 15 January 2022

HEALTH INSURANCE
Health insurance is compulsory for students studying at the University of Luxembourg.
For EU applicants: To be enrolled permanently at the University of Luxembourg, students must provide an
attestation of affiliation to a medical cover indicating precisely the period of coverage (obligatory mentions of
the start date and end date of this insurance). The insurance must cover the duration of the whole semester
you are registered at the University of Luxembourg.
If the applicant does not have such an insurance, he/she will be asked to pay the fees together with the
registration fees directly to the University.

Exams
17 January 2022 - 12 February 2022

Winter break
14 February 2022 - 19 February 2022

Each student is responsible for declaring any changes to in its personal situation during their studies. Any
changes must be reported in writing to the SEVE - Admissions Office (change of address, student job, dropout, etc) without delay.

PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW IN CASE OF AN
ACCIDENT

SUMMER SEMESTER
15 February 2022 – 19 September 2022

For non-EU applicants: You have to provide an insurance document as soon as you arrive at the University of
Luxembourg, otherwise the payment of the health insurance contribution will have to be paid at the same
time as the registration fees.

Courses

››

If an accident occurs on campus, contact the Security and Campus PC’s internal emergency number
(+352) 46 66 44 - 5555, regardless the campus you are on.

››

Complete the accident report and submit it to Philomène Esposito philomene.esposito@uni.lu or
Jean-Baptiste Habourdin jean-baptiste.habourdin@uni.lu at the Student Admissions Office.

››

After verification and signature, the Student Admissions Office will send the accident report to the
Accident Insurance Association (AAA). You will receive an electronic copy.

››

We advise you to request your file number directly from the AAA, a few days after the report has been
sent to them. You can contact them by phone (+352) 26 19 15 or by mail: prestations.aaa@secu.lu.

››

The AAA will then explain the concrete steps you have to take in order to receive a reimbursement.

21 February 2022 - 4 June 2022

Easter holidays
11 April 2022 - 16 April 2022

Exams preparation
6 June 2022 - 11 June 2022

Exams
13 June 2022 - 9 July 2022

Summer break
11 July 2022 - 18 September 2022
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For any further information, kindly contact:
Delphine Borbiconi
›› Team leader Student Administration
›› delphine.borbiconi@uni.lu

IT TOOLS
LIMPERTSBERG CAMPUS
Two computer labs are located on the ground floor of the Science Building (BS 011 / BS 012)

KIRCHBERG CAMPUS
Four computer labs are available (rooms A11 / A17 / C11 / C17)

ADMISSION AND ENROLMENT
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 5th floor
In-person meetings only by appointment
via the Affluences app /// seve.admission@uni.lu

BELVAL CAMPUS
Computer labs are located in:
›› Maison des Sciences Humaines, 1st floor (room 1101)
›› Maison du Savoir, 1st and 2nd floor (rooms 1601 / 2190 / 2200 / 2120 / 2180)
›› Maison du Nombre (rooms 0020/ 1010 / 1030)
At the Luxembourg Learning Centre, many workstations are equipped with computers, and there are various
types of learning environments that are available for use by groups or individuals.

STUDENT EMAIL ADDRESS
Once your admission is confirmed, you will obtain your student email address in the following form:
firstname.lastname.001@student.uni.lu
To connect, you must know your personal identification number (on your student card) and your password,
which you will have received on admission. Your IT account is active from 1 August and gives you access to
the different platforms of the University. Your IT account is valid for the duration of the current semester and
will be extended to the next semester once you have confirmed your re-enrolment and paid your fees.
If you do not continue to the next semester or pay your fees, your IT account will be automatically deactivated
the day after the official start of the next semester.

PRINTING BUDGET
At the beginning of every semester students receive EUR 12,50 on their printing balance. To top up your
printing budget online, go to Guichet étudiant (only payment by Visa or MasterCard are accepted).

WI-FI
Wireless networks are available on all campuses. Detailed instructions
are available on the IT Helpdesk for Students self-service portal at ITHDS.uni.lu.
If you encounter an issue, please visit the IT Helpdesk for Students on your campus.

STUDY REMOTELY
You can find information related to the remote teaching
on this page: https://remote.uni.lu/study-remotely/.
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IT ACCOUNT
WHAT TO DO IF YOU FORGET OR WANT TO RESET
YOUR PASSWORD?
If you experience difficulties connecting or in case you forgot your password, use the following link:
passwordreset.uni.lu

AS A STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
LUXEMBOURG, YOU CAN ACCESS THE FOLLOWING
PLATFORMS WITH YOUR IT ACCOUNT:

STUDENT CARD – 3 IN 1
Your student card is multifunctional and allows you to:
›› get access the examination rooms
›› borrow/return books from the library
›› pay for your meals in university restaurants
›› get access to photocopiers

IT HELPDESK FOR STUDENTS
If you encounter an IT-related issue, please contact IT Helpdesk for Students.

OWA (owa.uni.lu)

Walk-in service is available 2 days a week:
›› Belval Campus - Maison du Nombre (Student Lounge) - every Tuesday and Thursday, from 11.00 to 15.00
›› Kirchberg Campus - Bâtiment Central (Student Lounge) - every Tuesday and Thursday, from 11.00 to 15.00

You will obtain your student email address in the following form firstname.lastname.001@student.uni.lu

Online self-service is available at: ithds.uni.lu

To change your password, it must comply with the following security policies:
›› min. 8 characters
›› at least 1 capital letter (A)
›› at least 1 small letter (a)
›› at least 1 number (1234567890)
›› at least 1 symbol ($, @, !, *, etc.)
Guichet Étudiant
The Guichet Étudiant allows you to:
›› update your address
›› update your personal information
›› top up the photocopying/printing credit on your student card (if you want to top up using VPAY, you need
to go to the Admissions Office)
›› print out your transcripts of grades in French and English
›› update your bank account details (for refunds)
›› register for courses
›› manage your exams
›› consult your course schedule
›› follow your study progress
›› print your registration certificates
›› validate your student contract
Moodle (moodle.uni.lu)
Moodle is a collaborative platform for exchange and interaction between teaching staff and students. It is also
used for distributing course materials.
You should sign up for Moodle as soon as you arrive at the University to make sure you never miss out on any
news or updates. Moodle helps you manage your studies effectively and gives you the opportunity to take
part in discussion forums with other students and teaching staff.
Click on your study programme or on “MyMoodle”. You will be asked to enter your user name and password,
which are the same as those that you use to log onto your University account. Once you have logged on, you
will be directed to the platform for your programme. Click on the relevant semester to access your course
materials.
If you encounter a problem, please contact the helpdesk of the respective faculty:
›› Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF): Mathieu Flick - (mathieu.flick@uni.lu)
›› Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine (FSTM): Mathieu Flick - (mathieu.flick@uni.lu)
›› Faculty of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences (FHSE): Shahed Parnian - (shahed.parnian@uni.lu)

IT Helpdesk for Students can also be reached by e-mail 5 days a week
(from Monday to Friday) at: ITHDS@uni.lu
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UNIVERSITY HOUSING
The University of Luxembourg manages halls of residence in the city of Luxembourg (9), in Esch-sur-Alzette (16),
in Noertzange (1), in Mondercange (2), in Dudelange (2), in Belvaux (3) in Oberkorn (1) and in Niederkorn (1).
Please note that those student accommodations are in very high demand and cannot fulfill the whole student
community's housing needs
Different types of accommodation are available in the halls of residence:
›› Furnished single room
›› TYPE 1. common bathroom and kitchen: average surface: 15 m2
›› TYPE 2. private bathroom, common kitchen: average surface: 19 m2
›› Furnished studio appartment
›› TYPE 3. Single: average surface: 24 m2
›› TYPE 4. Double (only for couple): 35 m2
›› Furnished two-room appartment
›› TYPE 5. couples only: average surface: 44 m2
Renting a room entitles students to the following services without any extra costs:
›› utilities (electricity, gas, water, heating)
›› internet connection
›› housekeeping services for the collective areas
More information: wwwen.uni.lu/etudiants/logement/parc_de_logement
At the end of the semester, a new application for accommodation must be made for the next semester. You
can apply online as soon as you are in possession of the student ID assigned to you when you registered
online. You will find your student ID in the upper right-hand corner of the registration form.
More information: wwwen.uni.lu/etudiants/logement/etudiant_en_bachelor_en_master

ASSIGNMENT POLICY FOR UNIVERSITY
OF LUXEMBOURG RESIDENCES
Access to accommodation in a residence of the University of Luxembourg is open to the following persons:
›› Students regularly enrolled full-time in Bachelor and Master programmes (incoming mobility, students
from third countries, European students, cross-border students, etc.)
›› Regularly enrolled PhDs (self-funded or employed)
›› Post-docs newly arrived with a contract of a maximum duration of 2 years
›› Newly arrived visiting researchers (from the university or other LIs) with a contract of a maximum duration
of 2 years
›› Interns with a university or Luxembourg Research Institute contract
›› Post-Docs or external visitors cannot stay longer than two years in a university residence
Evidence of non-compliance with the rules and/or non-payment of the monthly rent and accumulation of debt
may also result in loss of eligibility.
During the semester break and if the occupancy rate of the residences allows, rooms can also be allocated to
participants in summer courses or special programmes offered through cooperations with companies.

CONTACT
Housing rental and tenancy management: seve.logement@uni.lu
Technical management for halls of residence: seve.support@uni.lu
Financial matters: seve.loyer@uni.lu
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STUDENT SERVICES
WELL-BEING AND INCLUSION

Starting university is an exciting experience, offering a wealth of opportunities as well as some challenges.
Alongside your studies, you will be managing day-to-day life, which may include managing your money,
working, settling into a new country, relationships, friendships and new responsibilities. As a student at the
University of Luxembourg, we want you to get the most out of everything that life here has to offer. Student
Services offer practical and professional advice and guidance to support you before, during and after your
time at University of Luxembourg. The services complement the support provided within your academic
faculty.
The sorts of things the team can help you with might be, what’s happening on campus and arranging
activities to help you settle in and meet new people.
Maybe you have questions about your mental health and wellbeing, financial advice or perhaps you are a
student with a disability or an underlying health condition that you may need some support while you are
with us.

Joanna West
›› Team leader Student Services
›› joanna.west@uni.lu

Our inclusion and wellbeing office is there to support you.
Our team of inclusion and wellbeing specialists are available for 1:1 appointments both online and in-person
to talk things through and offer a range of options to help guide you.
Our advisors in the Inclusion and Wellbeing office offer support and guidance to students with disabilities
or specific learning difficulties, students with financial difficulties, additional learning support as well as
specialised support for refugee and international students before and during their studies.
›› Marcela Zambrano
›› Caroline Deylaud-Koukabi
›› Jimmy Corneille
Being at university is an important and exciting time; it is also a time of unexpected challenges, such as
those we have seen with the pandemic and its related dificulties.
Our support team, composed of experienced psychologists, is very warm and welcoming; they really
understand some of the difficulties our students can face. You can be sure we will listen to you and make you
feel comfortable when you come to see us.
We are here to offer you support quickly and easily, when you need it either in-person or online. Our service
is free, safe and confidential.

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 5th floor
(+352) 46 66 44 6060
In-person meetings only by appointment
via the Affluences app

›› Irmgard Schröder
›› Claire Lallier
›› Marcela Zambrano
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The Office of Student life promotes and encourages Student engagement and social activities both on and
off campus in collaboration with student assocations and the student delegation.
The sorts of things the team can help you with, might be what’s happening on campus or how to settle in and
make new friends at the university. The team organises campus sport, campus art and campus wellbeing
activities as well as our community engagement certificate and buddy programme.
All our programmes are designed to help you meet new people and feel connected to life on campus and in
Luxembourg.
›› Veerle Waterplas
›› Nicolas Coda
Student Assistants
›› Cesar Velasquez Rias
›› Luca Nicastro
›› Mariia Penina
›› Alizee Motte

THE INCLUSION SERVICE
The Inclusion Service offers support and guidance to students with financial difficulties, additional learning
support as well as specialised support for refugee and international students before and during your studies.
Our team of integration and wellbeing specialists are available for 1:1 appointments both online and in-person to talk things through and offer a range of options to help guide you.
The service is free and confidential.

UMATTER
At the University of Luxembourg, we believe achievement and success go hand-in-hand with happy, healthy and confident students and staff members. The goal of uMatter is to support our campus community by
providing practical information and guidance to help everyone on campus achieve their best possible mental
health and wellbeing. Topics include mental health, financial support, bullying and harassment, self-help
resources, student jobs.
›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/umatter
›› Appointment: umatter.uni.lu/appointment // Contact: uMatter@uni.lu

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
The Office of Student Life is dedicated to helping students experience campus and daily life in Luxembourg
at its fullest. It promotes and encourages student engagement and social activities both on and off campus in
collaboration with student assocations and the student delegation.
The Office of Student Life helps you stay up-to-date about the activities on campus and helps you settling in
and make new friends at the university. The team organises campus sport, campus art and campus wellbeing
activities (see page 23) as well as our community engagement certificate and buddy programme.
All of our programmes are designed to help you meet new people and feel connected on campus and to
Luxembourg.
›› Web: studentlife.uni.lu // Contact: StudentLife@uni.lu
›› Facebook: www.facebook.com/OfficeofStudentLife

›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/InclusionService
›› Appointment: umatter.uni.lu/appointment // Contact: inclusion@uni.lu

COUNSELLING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
The Counselling and Mental Health Service is dedicated to supporting students with personal, emotional and
psychological concerns.
The team are trained and experienced psychologists who offer support quickly and easily when needed
either in-person or online. You can book an in person or e-consultation via the KaraConnect platform on
UMatter.
The service is free and confidential.
›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/StudentSupport
›› Appointment: umatter.uni.lu/appointment // Contact: psy-support@uni.lu

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT AND DISABILITY SERVICE
We are available to support students who suffer from a disability or require additional support during their
studies. We can discuss reasonable adjustments you may require and if necessary refer you to appropriate
organisations for support. Please contact us if you have a condition that might impact your ability to access
the campus, curriculum, teaching, learning, examination and any other University service. You can book an
in person consultation or e-consultation via the KaraConnect platform on UMatter. The service is free and
confidential for all students and staff.
›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/servicesInclusion
›› Appointment: umatter.uni.lu/appointment // Contact: contact.car@uni.lu

STUDENT DELEGATION
The Student Delegation plays a central and important
role at the University of Luxembourg in representing
students. The role of the Student Delegation is
to create positive impact and change within the
University to benefit our students. The Student
Delegation contributes to the quality of campus life for
students, community engagement, learning resources
as well as ensuring the student’s voice is heard,
especially when key decisions are being made by the
University that may impact students.
The current Student Delegation is composed of:
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Nicola Schreiner (FDEF) - President
Nikola Kaserová (FDEF)
Ines Bröckel (FHSE)
Anne Feltz (FHSE)
Alexandre Mortelette (FHSE)
Patrick Leske (FSTM)
Aymeric Le Drezen (FSTM)
Naveen Aruchamy (Doctoral candidates)

›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/students/student_participation/student_delegation
›› Contact: student.delegation@uni.lu
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STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS AND CLUBS
If you have an interest or hobby or simply want to try something new, we offer a variety of opportunities for
you to get involved in campus life, make new friends and have fun.

CAMPUS LIFE

The Office of Student Life can provide some financial and logistical support to help your activities and events
run smoothly as well as help you to get your own student association up and running.
Currently, we are proud to have 14 recognised associations and 5 recognised student clubs.
ALAS 		

Association of Latin American Students

ASA 		

Architecture Student Association

CCSA 		

Conscious and Cultural Student Association

CSA 		

Chinese Students' Association

DSAIL 		

Doctoral Students Association in Luxembourg

ELSA 		

European Law Student Association, Luxembourg

ESN 		

Luxembourg Erasmus Student Network

EWB		

Engineers without Borders Luxembourg

GSA 		

Green Student Association

Historic UL

History Students Association

ISAL 		

Indian Student Association Luxembourg

LGBT+ 		

LGBT+ Students' Association

RSG 		

International Society for Computational Biology’s Regional Student Group Luxembourg

SAUL		

Student Association for University campus Life

CAMPUS ART
Campus Art invites you to discover your own creativity,
to escape your normal daily life and to get back to your
roots. The art workshops are FREE and open to the
entire University community – staff and
students.
›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/students/culture_art_sports_
well_being/campus_art
›› Contact: campus.art@uni.lu

CAMPUS SPORT
Campus Sport is our recreational programme offering
30+ classes every week to ensure there is something for
everyone. Sports classes
are FREE and open to the entire university community –
staff and students.
›› Web: wwwen.uni.lu/students/culture_art_sports_
well_being/campus_sport
›› Contact: campus.sport@uni.lu

Newspaper Club Student newspaper written by students

CAMPUS WELL-BEING

Volleyball Club

Volleyball Club University of Luxembourg

Bit Dance

Just dance a bit

Sometimes it can be difficult balancing becoming a
successful student and taking care of yourself. Our wellbeing classes allow you to step back and dedicate some
time to taking care of you.

Chess Club

Chess club of the University of Luxembourg

Amnesty Club

Amnesty International Luxembourg University Student Club

More information: www.uni.lu/students/student_participation/student_associations_clubs_and_partners

›› Web: https://wwwen.uni.lu/students/culture_art_
sports_well_being/campus_well_being
›› Contact: campus.well-being@uni.lu
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CULTURAL PROGRAMME

ESPACE CULTURES
Espace Cultures runs and coordinates cultural and intercultural events and contributes to life on campus by:
›› promoting and improving the quality of life at the University of Luxembourg as well as interaction with
the local community;
›› broadening horizons amongst the members of the University community (students, doctorates,
administration, professors, researchers);
›› boosting the exchange of ideas aimed at developing culture in Europe and the concept of European
citizenship;
›› stimulating cultural competence and dialogue.

“Culture is the process by which a person
becomes all that they were created capable of being.”
Thomas Carlyle

›› University Choir & Chamber Choir is a blend of energetic voices sharing harmonies, blossoming into a
group notable for its willingness to perform various arrangements in a wide range of musical genres and
for inspiring the Luxembourg community. The choir is open to everybody.
›› ANASEA - One World Music is aimed at musicians of all genres, and artists of all age, with a mission to
preserve and revive global cultural legacy among Luxembourg’s multicultural community. ANASEA
engages musicians and artists through a series of periodic workshops to introduce them to worldwide
cultural artistic heritages.
›› Great Poets Society is a multicultural university theatre ensemble for motivated, passionate and stage
experienced (amateur) actors of all ages who are interested in investing time to bring great literature to the
stage.
›› uniJAM is an open pop-rock project for musicians of all instruments such as guitar, bass, drums, strings,
brass and of course vocals.
›› St’Art promotion is a contemporary art project that aims to introduce contemporary art to University
students & staff and encourage collective involvement by offering theme seminars / workshops and
provoking thinking and discussions on critical topics.

More information: wwwen.uni.lu/espace_cultures
›› Contact: espace.cultures@uni.lu
›› (+352) 46 66 44 6462

Karin Langumier
›› Administrative assistant

›› FeedYourBrainNow* Presenting & Debating Society Learn how to #debate your idea inside and out like a
politician? Convey your message, your story, your ideas with presence and self-belief? This club is open to
everyone, with or without previous debating / presenting / public speaking experience.
›› Tibetan meditation course for students and staff. To live a fulfilled and happy life, we need to experience the
inner peace of mind.
›› APOTE- Let’s connect - African Dance much more than of simple gestures (movements), the dance, the
scenography and the choreography play a leading role in the expression of human feelings and emotions.

ESPACE CULTURES
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 7th floor
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EMPLOYABILITY

DISCOVERING THE CAREER CENTRE
The Career Center offers a variety of resources to assist you in successfully managing your career and
navigating your job search. We work with you to identify your aspirations, strengths, potential, talents,
passions.
Students, here is what the Career Centre of the University of Luxembourg can do for you:
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Teach career strategies, skills and techniques
Support you in the vocational and professional exploration (tests online)
Review your CV, your cover letter and train with you for tough job interviews
Inform you of career options and job market trends
Show you how the platform of the Career Centre uni-lu.jobteaser.com works
Make connections directly to employers
Provide you with a variety of workshops split in 3 modules:
1. Explore career strategies and techniques: how to write a good CV, a cover letter, preparing for a job
interview etc.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROGRAMME
INCUBATOR

Your place to...
... acquire essential skills to highlight your profile
The university curriculum you have chosen will provide you with the qualification to work in specific
occupational areas. However, as competition is strong on today’s job market, adding qualifications to your
profile will bring you competitive advantages.
This is one of the reasons why the University of Luxembourg decided to launch an Entrepreneurship
Programme. The programme gives students across all faculties, regardless of their level of studies (Bachelor
and Master students, doctoral candidates, post-docs), the possibility to participate in initiatives that train skills
essential to be successful for their future working life.

2. Boost your social skills: how to make a good impression at your first job, dealing with stress, public
speaking etc.

The University of Luxembourg Incubator offers a broad range of workshops on how to develop your creativity
and leadership qualities, work productively in groups, present projects convincingly etc.

3. Improve your digital skills: LinkedIn, Facebook, the best social media to look for a job, e-reputation:
managing your online image, Excel Advanced, PowerPoint etc.

… discover entrepreneurship as a career path

›› Invite you to the virtual Career fair “Unicareers.lu” www.unicareers.lu that will take place on Friday,
1 October 2021, with more than 120 participating companies.
›› If you are looking for a permanent contract, an internship or a student job, you can already visit our website
uni-lu.jobteaser.com. There are currently 240 offers in Luxembourg online. Upload your CV to the platform
to increase your visibility.

Romain Raux
›› Project Manager Career Centre
›› romain.raux@uni.lu

CAREER CENTRE
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 6th floor
Monday - Friday: 9.00 - 17.00
(appointments preferably on request: careercentre@uni.lu)

Did you ever think about creating your own company or joining a startup to build a business from the ground
up? Luxembourg is a great environment to succeed with your own venture – the country offers a dense
support infrastructure for entrepreneurs in the heart of Europe.
To allow you getting a good impression of what it takes to run your own business, the Incubator invites
entrepreneurs from Luxembourg and abroad to share their story and to provide advice to those who want to
follow the same path. Among the Incubator’s guests to guide aspiring entrepreneurs are as well experts for
company creation in Luxembourg. During all events, you will have the opportunity to build contacts by this
creating step-by-step a valuable career network.
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STUDENT MOBILITY
The University of Luxembourg subscribes to the principle of international student mobility, therefore Bachelor
students at the University of Luxembourg spend a mandatory mobility semester abroad. The Service in
charge of student mobility is the Bureau des Relations Internationales (BRI).
More information: www.uni.lu/international

TYPES OF MOBILITY
Erasmus+
Erasmus + is funded by the European Union and enables students enrolled at the University of Luxembourg to
spend a semester abroad at one of the University of Luxembourg’s partner universities within Europe.
The number of Erasmus+ places is limited for each academic year, each study programme and each partner
university: unilux.moveon4.de

… get support with turning your entrepreneurial vision into reality
You can simply choose to capitalise on the vocational skills acquired in the framework of the Entrepreneurship
Programme to make an asset as a so-called “intrapreneur” working for a company after graduation. However,
in case you decide to build your own company, the team of the Incubator is there to support you in bringing
your business idea to the market.
To be incubated at the University of Luxembourg means having your own offices on Belval and benefitting
from a rich infrastructure: You will get access to a wide network of experts that help you take the necessary
steps from registering your company in Luxembourg to engaging with customers up to finding funds.
Moreover, you are eligible for the Incubator’s mentoring programme that offers tailor-made support to
ambitious startups by high-profile experts from the Luxembourgish startup ecosystem and beyond.
Get in touch with the Incubator team and ask for a meeting to discuss your startup project or to be included on
the distribution list not to miss any opportunities.

Global Exchange Programme
The Global Exchange Programme is the University of Luxembourg’s excellence programme that allows
students to study for one semester outside of Europe.
The University of Luxembourg has signed student exchange agreements with universities from all over the
world:



unilux.moveon4.de

Free Mover
This type of mobility is offered to students who did not obtain a place with the Erasmus+ or Global Exchange
Programme. This status enables you to spend a mobility semester at a non-partner university of your study
programme. All necessary steps required to submit your application and organise your mobility semester will
have to be done by yourself. This requires great autonomy and much motivation.

INFORMATON SESSIONS
You can meet the staff in charge of mobility during the Welcome Week (21st September at Maison du Savoir,
10am-4pm). We invite you to ask us all questions you may have on your future mobility project !
Compulsory information sessions for Bachelor students. We recommend to Master students who would like
to do a mobility semester to follow these sessions as well.



Find out more: wwwen.uni.lu/international/mobilite

Siva Bactavatchalou

Pranjul Shah

SELECTION PROCESS

›› Manager - Entrepreneurship Programme
›› sivakumar.bactavatchalou@uni.lu

›› Manager - Incubator
›› pranjul.shah@uni.lu

Erasmus+
Bachelor
A call for application is sent out each year in March to apply for the summer or winter semester of the
following academic year. You will receive the link to an online application form where you can select up to
three partner universities of your choice.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG INCUBATOR
More information: incubator.uni.lu
Belval Campus /// 6a, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux

Your course director will select applicants according to academic criteria (number of credits obtained and
average grade).

Master
After your course director has validated your mobility project, contact seve.mobility@uni.lu before the end of
March to submit your Erasmus+ stay wishes.
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Global Exchange Programme
Bachelor and Master
Each year in Autumn, a call for application is sent out for the next academic year. You will receive the link to an
online application form where you can select up to three partner universities of your choice.
Places for the Global Exchange Programme are very limited; selection is based on your application file and a
personal interview.

Free Mover

No selection takes place. You need to inform the mobility office about your mobility project by the end of
April for departures during the winter semester and by the end of October for departures during the summer
semester.

Academic matters such as learning agreements, transcripts of records and mobility exemptions

Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine
Elisabeth Alves
›› elisabeth.alves@uni.lu
›› Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 6 th floor

Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance
Stephanie Anderson
›› stephanie.anderson@uni.lu
›› Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 6 th floor

FUNDING

Students can benefit from an Erasmus+ grant or a mobility fund, depending on the type of mobility semester
undertaken.
Should you be eligible, you will automatically receive financial aid from the University of Luxembourg, no
formal request is needed. Mobility semesters within the proximity including Nancy, Metz, Longwy, Trier,
Saarbrücken, Birkenfeld, Arlon and Libramont are not funded.
The amount of the grant may vary depending on your destination. Financial aid may be combined with a grant
from the Centre de documentation et d’information sur l’enseignement supérieur (cedies.public.lu). These
requests are not handled by the University of Luxembourg.

EXEMPTION

An exemption from the mobility semester may be granted under certain conditions. Exemptions are not
automatically allocated. You will need to submit a formal request to the contact person at your faculty.

CONTACT
Applications, mobility contracts and grants for outgoing students



Global Exchange Programme: ramona.ventimiglia@uni.lu

BUREAU DES RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES - MOBILITÉ
Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 5th floor
bri.outgoing@uni.lu /// wwwen.uni.lu/international/mobilite

›› Kirchberg Campus

Faculty of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences
Nathalie Charpentier
›› nathalie.charpentier@uni.lu
›› Belval Campus /// Maison du Savoir /// 6 th floor
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STUDENT MOBILITY
IN THE GREATER REGION

The University of Luxembourg, Saarland University, Trier University, the University of Lorraine, the University
of Liège, the University of Kaiserslautern and htw saar (as associated partner) form the unique confederation
of the University of the Greater Region, which offers students a multitude of advantages.



As a student at the University of Luxembourg, you have the opportunity to enrol in courses for free at the
universities in the neighbouring regions and to take exams (conditions may apply). A large number of courses
are open to you at the partner universities. UniGR student status also gives you access to language courses
under the same conditions that apply to regular students at the partner universities.

www.uni-gr.eu/en/unigr-student

LIBRARIES AND CANTEENS

You enjoy privileged access to our partner universities’ libraries, canteens and other student services, even if
you are not enrolled as a student there.




ON BELVAL CAMPUS

UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG COMPETENCE
CENTRE (ULCC)
The University of Luxembourg Competence Centre enhances knowledge transmission between the academic
and the business world via continuing education and lifelong training. Its mission is to support the economic,
social and cultural development as well as full employment. Via partnerships with public and private
institutions and regular interactions with the professional world, the ULCC is able to 			

www.uni-gr.eu/en

ATTENDING CLASSES



ADDITIONAL SERVICES

›› develop high quality certificates and training programmes in collaboration with teachers and researchers of
the University of Luxembourg and experts coming from various sectors
›› organise MOOCs and large-scale trainings for students of the University of Luxembourg and professionals
›› work on projects and studies related to the analysis and the development of competencies and training
schemes
The trainings are aimed at private individuals, employees, job seekers and liberal professionals. The ULCC is
also open to requests for tailor-made training programmes for companies whose ambition it is to help their
employees develop their competencies.
The ULCC builds upon a solid experience in educational engineering and learning design, providing its
learners with state-of-the-art quality teaching and access to new technologies and methodologies using
modern learning management systems.
The learners and their needs are at the heart of the ULCC’s educational approach it’s philosophy is to unlock
knowledge and to never stop learning!

www.uni-gr.eu/en/libraries
www.uni-gr.eu/en/canteens

The ULCC is particularly present in the following areas:
›› Healthcare

MOBILITY FUND

›› Law

If you travel to one of the partner universities to attend a lecture, use research equipment, visit the library or
meet a professor, you can request a refund of your travel expenses.



›› Finance
›› ITC & Computing
›› Digital Learning

www.uni-gr.eu/en/mobility-funds/luxembourg
The ULCC also manages two bachelors addressed mainly to students coming from a BTS course.

Mareike Wagner
›› mareike.wagner@uni.lu
›› (+352) 46 66 44 9676

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE - UNIGR
Maison du Savoir /// 7th floor
L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette
www.uni-gr.eu /// unigr-info@uni.lu

ULCC
Maison du Savoir /// 2, avenue de l’Université
L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette
+352 26 15 92 17 /// competence.lu /// info@competence.lu
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LUXEMBOURG LEARNING CENTRE (LLC)

EUROPE DIRECT INFORMATION CENTRE
Following its participation in the European Commission call for proposals in 2017, the University of
Luxembourg was selected as a partner to run a Europe Direct Information Centre (EDIC) for the period 20182020.
The agreement establishing EDIC University of Luxembourg was signed on 28 March 2019 by
Prof. Dr Stéphane Pallage, Rector of the University, and Yuriko Backes, Head of the European Commission
Representation in Luxembourg.
EDIC University of Luxembourg is geared towards a broad audience, with the aim of informing students,
researchers, teachers and the general public about issues related to the European Union’s history and current
affairs, as well as reflecting on potential future challenges. It organises a number of lectures, seminars,
discussions and exhibitions, and offers a wide range of information about the history of European integration,
the EU institutions and the workings and policies of a united Europe. EDIC University of Luxembourg will
maximise the potential of its location at the heart of the Greater Region, in one of the EU’s permanent capitals.
It is making a major contribution to citizen education, especially among young people, raising awareness
about the European Union’s policies and helping develop teaching and research on European integration in
Luxembourg.
Based in the Luxembourg Learning Centre (LLC) on Belval Campus, EDIC University of Luxembourg is
coordinated by the Luxembourg Centre for Contemporary and Digital History (C2DH) – the University’s third
interdisciplinary research centre, which focuses on high-quality research, analysis and public dissemination in
the field of contemporary Luxembourgish and European history. EDIC University of Luxembourg is managed
by Dr Elena Danescu, a Research Scientist at the C2DH and Joana Da Silva is on hand to answer any queries at
the EDIC desk.



To find out more about EDIC: wwwen.uni.lu/edic

EDIC on social networks:
A true collaborative and knowledge transfer space, the Luxembourg Learning Centre (LLC) is situated at
the heart of the Belval Campus. Open to everyone and spread over five levels and 10.000 m2, the LLC offers
numerous innovative digital work tools as well as a range of various workspaces. As a student, you can
borrow books, access online resources or borrow a laptop. The multilingual paper and digital collections
cover all of the disciplines taught at the University of Luxembourg.
All new Bachelor and Master students and doctoral candidates are invited to register at the LLC at the start of
the semester to fully benefit from all of our services.
The librarians will be pleased to welcome you and be your partner for success all along your studies. Feel
free to contact them for any request, whether for information or assistance in your research via the ‘Book a
Librarian’ service.



For more information: library.uni.lu



Contact: askalibrarian@uni.lu

Facebook: @EDICUniversityofLuxembourg /// Twitter: @EDIC_uni_lu /// Instagram: @edic_uni_lu

University of Luxembourg
Belval Campus
Luxembourg Learning Centre
7, Ënnert den Héichiewen
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
Opening hours:
Monday to Friday from 08.00 - 22.00
Saturday from 08.00 - 17.00

Dr. Elena Danescu
›› Research Scientist / EDIC Manager
›› elena.danescu@uni.lu

Personal support:
Monday to Friday from 09.00 - 13.00
In the context of COVID-19, the opening hours of the LLC as well as access to certain spaces
of the building may be modified.
Please visit the LLC website library.uni.lu for the latest news on this subject.
During your visit at the LLC, we ask you to respect the sanitary measures in place.

E-mail: Europe-direct-university@uni.lu
Phone: (+352) 621 436 299
Web: wwwen.uni.lu/edic

University of Luxembourg
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UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG
LANGUAGE CENTRE
The University of Luxembourg Language Centre offers French, German and English courses for academic and
professional purposes. It also provides other ways of improving language skills: e-learning platform, tandem
partnership, “language games nights”, “café grammatical”, conversation workshops etc.

CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE
The Confucius Institute at the University of Luxembourg started Chinese language and culture courses from
September 2020.
General Chinese (Mandarin) courses are available on Belval, Limpertsberg and Kirchberg Campuses at all
levels.

Academic and professional courses

These courses are free for all students and ECTS are allocated.

Some courses are integrated into the Bachelor or Master programmes or into the “Transferable Skills
Courses” programme for PhD students. Some others are open to everyone.
ECTS are allocated for these courses. No registration fees required.

The Confucius Institute also offers, Business Chinese, calligraphy and Tai Chi courses, scholarship
programmes the

General language courses
French, German, Italian and Portuguese courses for beginners (A1 level) are offered and are integrated into
some study programmes. ECTS are allocated for these courses. No registration fees required.



For more information: languagecentre.uni.lu /// languagecentre@uni.lu /// (+352) 46 66 44 9269

Institut national des langues
The Institut national des langues (INL) offers general language classes in French, German, English and
Luxembourgish in Belval, Luxembourg-City and Mersch.

Courses
›› Belval: English, French, German, Luxembourgish, Spanish
›› Luxembourg-City: Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Luxembourgish, Portuguese
›› Mersch: English, French, German, Luxembourgish, Spanish
The language levels vary according to the selected course. Different options are available: morning courses,
lunchtime courses or night courses.

Fees
›› The INL pricing schedule applies for all language courses and payment should be completed directly with
the INL
›› Partial reimbursement of the registration fee by the University for French, German, English or
Luxembourgish courses only



Information and registration: confucius-institute.uni.lu /// confucius@uni.lu /// (+352) 46 66 44 4964

UNIVERSITY RESTAURANTS
The restaurants are open from Monday to Friday:

Limpertsberg Campus
Restaurant Um Weier:
Sale of cafeteria products from 7.30-14.30 /// Meals from 11.20-14.00

Belval Campus
Food House (next to the Maison du Savoir):
Sale of cafeteria products 7.30-16.30 /// Meals from 11.30-14.00
Food Café (Maison du Savoir - 1st floor):
Sale of cafeteria products 7.30-16.30 /// Meals from 11.30-14.00
Food Lab (Maison des Sciences Humaines - ground floor):
Sale of cafeteria products 7.30-16.30 /// Meals from 11.30-14.00
Food Zone (Maison de l’Innovation - ground floor):
Sale of cafeteria products 7.30-16.30 /// Meals from 11.30-14.00

Kirchberg campus
Restaurant Altius (on the ground floor of the main building, D building,
at 6, rue Richard Koudenhove-Kalergi, L-1359 Luxembourg-Kirchberg)
Cafeteria and takeaway food: 7.30 - 14.30 /// Meals: 11.30 - 14.00
Brasserie John's (29, avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg)
Cafeteria and takeaway food: 7.30 - 14.30 /// Meals: 11.30 - 14.00
With your student card, you get special rates.



More information: portal.education.lu/restopolis/MENUS/TARIFS
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BELVAL CAMPUS

BELVAL CAMPUS

POINTS OF INTEREST
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›› Luxembourg Centre for Contemporary and Digital History (C2DH)
11, porte des Sciences /// L-4366 Esch-sur-Alzette
(+352) 46 66 44 4030

Maison du Nombre
›› NetLab, CritiX, APSIA and CryptoLux Research Groups (SnT)
›› IT Helpdesk
›› Fundraising & Technology Transfer Office
›› Doctoral School in Science and Engineering (DSSE)
›› Department of Mathematics
›› Department of Computer Science
›› Department of Engineering
6, avenue de la Fonte /// L-4364 Esch-sur-Alzette
(+352) 46 66 44 4060

Maison de la Biomédecine I, Biotech I
›› Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB)
›› Department of Life Sciences and Medicine

›› Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine (FSTM)

7, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux /// L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
(+352) 46 66 44 4000

›› Faculty of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences (FHSE)
›› Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF)
›› Interdisciplinary Centre for Security, Reliability and Trust (SnT)

Maison de la Biomédecine II, Biotech II

›› Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB)

›› Department of Life Sciences and Medicine

›› Luxembourg Centre for Contemporary and Digital History (C²DH)

Belval Campus /// 2, avenue de l’Université /// L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette

›› Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB)

6, avenue du Swing /// L-4367 Belvaux
(+352) 46 66 44 40
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BELVAL CAMPUS
POINTS OF INTEREST

Laboratory for Photovoltaics
41, rue du Brill (LIST) /// L-4422 Belvaux
(+352) 46 66 44 6156

How to get there?
By train
Direct trains run from Luxembourg Central Station (Gare de Luxembourg) to the Belval-Université station
every 15 minutes. The trains run via Esch-sur-Alzette.



For further information on train schedules: www.cfl.lu

When on site, the University buildings can be easily reached by foot.



Find out more: www.mobiliteit.lu

By bus
The following bus lines service several stops on Belval Campus:

Maison des Arts et des Étudiants
6, avenue de la Fonte /// L-4364 Esch-sur-Alzette
(+352) 46 66 44 4060

Luxembourg Learning Centre
7, Ënnert den Héichiewen /// L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
(+352) 46 66 44 93 09

››

TICE Line 1: Esch - Belvaux - Lamadeleine

››

TICE Line 2: Esch - Soleuvre - Differdange

››

TICE Line 3: Esch - Belval - Bascharage - Niederedingen

››

TICE Line 4: Belval - Esch - Schifflange - Kayl - Dudelange

››

TICE Line 7: Belval - Esch - Lallange - ZARE

››

TICE Line 15: Esch - Belval - Bascharage - Clemency

››

RGTR Line 202: Luxembourg - Belvaux - Obercorn

››

RGTR Line 203: Luxembourg - Soleuvre - Differdange

››

RGTR Line 321: Luxembourg - Esch/Alzette - Villerupt (F)

››

RGTR Line 322: Esch - Rédange (F)

››

RGTR Line 332: Steinfort - Belval

››

RGTR Ligne transfrontalière 306: Trier (D) - Cloche d’Or - Belval

››

RGTR Ligne transfrontalière 309: Perl (D) - Frisange - Belval;
ainsi que la ligne d’autobus Metz-Belval Universités (F)

The lines TICE 4, TICE 7 and TICE 15 are running across campus.

University of Luxembourg Incubator
6A, avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux /// L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette

Student Lounge Belval
Maison des Arts et des Etudiants (MAE)
[in front of the bus stop, Porte des Sciences]
Place de l’Université /// L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette
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By bike
A cycle path runs south of Belval Campus and many pedestrian areas have been developed between the main
streets. Bicycle parking facilities are available across campus. Bicycle shelters are available at the BelvalUniversité train station.
Vël’OK bicycles are available 24/7 all year round. Four stations are currently located at strategic places on
campus: Belval Train Station, Rockhal, Belval Porte de France and Lycée Bel-Val.
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Find out more: www.velok.lu
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Contact: parking@uni.lu
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Parking for disabled students
Parking spots for disabled students are available for a 5 day/week subscription of €60 and on presentation of
a health certificate. The parking spots are located on -3 floor in the Maison du Savoir. The doors are equipped
with an automatic opening system.
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Paid outdoor or indoor parking places are available on campus.
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Where do I park my car?
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LUXEMBOURG-VILLE

›› Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF)
›› Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine (FSTM):

Physics and Materials Science Research Unit (PHYMS)
Limpertsberg Campus /// 162a, avenue de la Faïencerie /// L-1511 Luxembourg
(+352) 46 66 44 6000
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KIRCHBERG CAMPUS

How to get there ?

MAP

By train
To Luxembourg Central Station (Gare de Luxembourg)



A1

Find out more: www.cfl.lu

KIRCHBERG

Buses run from Luxembourg Central Station to Limpertsberg.

By bus
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›› Bus stop: Lycée Technique Michel Lucius

Trier

AEROPORT

From the airport, with one connection:
›› Bus line 16: Howald/Cité Um Schlass - Aéroport (EUROBUS)
›› Bus stop: Fondation Pescatore
Cross the street and take bus line 2: Limpertsberg / L.T. Michel Lucius - Gasperich - Kohlenberg / Boy Konen or

E421
PFAFFENTHAL-KIRCHBERG

›› Bus line 4: Limpertsberg / LT Michel Lucius - Leudelange, Gemeng.
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Stop at Lycée Technique Michel Lucius and walk down rue Guillaume Capus.
From Luxembourg Central Station:
›› Line 2: Limpertsberg / L.T. Michel Lucius - Gasperich - Kohlenberg / Boy Konen or Line 4: Limpertsberg / LT

P Glacis

LUXEMBOURG-VILLE

CLAUSEN

Michel Lucius - Leudelange, Gemeng.
›› Bus stop: “Lycée Technique Michel Lucius” and walk down rue Guillaume Capus to get to campus.
›› Line 3 or 30: bus stop Uni Campus Limpertsberg. Stop at Uni Campus Limpertsberg, walk up rue Léandre
Lacroix and rue Frantz Clément on the left. Or bus stop Lycée Technique Michel Lucius. Stop at Lycée
Technique Michel Lucius and walk down rue Guillaume Capus.



Find out more: www.vdl.lu/en

By bike
The city of Luxembourg has self-service bicycles available from several stations all over the city. Over 100
Vel’oh! stations are situated in the city centre near residential areas, shops and public transport. Vel’oh! bikes
are available 24/7 all year round.



Find out more: www.vdl.lu/veloh

›› Faculty of Science, Technology and Medicine (FSTM)
›› Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF)
›› Interdisciplinary Centre for Security, Reliability and Trust (SnT)

Kirchberg Campus /// 6, rue Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi /// L-1359 Luxembourg
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How to get there ?
By train

KIRCHBERG CAMPUS
WEICKER BUILDING
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MAP

Buses run from Luxembourg Central Station to Kirchberg.
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Kirchberg Plateau



Find out more: www.cfl.lu

Parc des Expositions

›› Bus stop: “Lycée Technique Michel Lucius”
›› Bus Line 16: Howald/Cité Um Schlass - Aéroport (EUROBUS)
›› Bus stop: Coudenhove-Kalergi
Stops at Luxembourg Central Station, Luxembourg city centre and the airport.

›› Bus stop: Konrad Adenauer

N51
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By bus

›› Bus line 18: Kockelscheuer/patinoire - Kirchberg/Luxexpo
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›› Pfaffenthal-Kirchberg: you can use the funicular and tram at the stop Rout Bréck – Pafendall to connect to
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KIRCHBERG
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Stops at Luxembourg Central Station and Luxembourg city centre.



Find out more: www.vdl.lu/en
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By tram

A1

Stop Kirchberg - Universitéit
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By bike
Luxembourg-City has self-service bicycles available from several stations all over the city. Over 100 stations
are situated in the city centre near residential areas, shops and public transport. The vel’oh! bikes are available
24/7 all year round.



Find out more: www.vdl.lu/veloh

›› Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance (FDEF)
›› Department of Law
›› Dean’s office
›› Management team

4, rue Alphonse Weicker /// L-2721 Luxembourg
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How to get there ?
By train

USEFUL ADDRESSES
AROUND BELVAL CAMPUS

Buses run from Luxembourg Central Station to Kirchberg.
›› Pfaffenthal-Kirchberg: from which you can connect to Kirchberg Plateau using the funicular & tram at stop
Rout Bréck – Pafendal



Find out more: www.cfl.lu

By bus
›› Bus stop: Kirchberg-Chambre des Métiers (previously bus stop Alphonse Weicker now located
opposite in the same street)
›› Bus stop: Kirchberg-Réimerwee



Find out more: www.vdl.lu/en

By tram
Kirchberg – Alphonse Weicker

By bike

Shopping centres

Post offices

›› Aldi Belval

›› Bureau de poste Esch-sur-Alzette

7a Porte de France

rue Zénon Bernard / coin r. Xavier Brasseur

L-4360 Esch-sur-Alzette

L-4030 Esch-sur-Alzette

www.aldi.lu
›› Bureau de poste Esch-Nord
›› Belval Plaza

49, rue de Belvaux

Avenue du Rock’n’Roll

L-4025 Esch-sur-Alzette

L-4361 Esch-sur-Alzette
www.belvalshopping.lu
›› Cactus Esch/Lallange
Route de Luxembourg
L-4222 Esch/Lallange
www.cactus.lu

›› Bureau de poste Belvaux
58, rue de la Poste
L- 4477 Belvaux
›› Bureau de poste Oberkorn
19, route de Belvaux

Luxembourg-City has self-service bicycles available from several stations all over the city. Over 100 stations

L-4510 Oberkorn

are situated in the city centre near residential areas, shops and public transport. The vel’oh! bikes are available

›› Cora Foetz

24/7 all year round.

11, Rue du Brill



L-3898 Foetz
www.cora.lu

Drugstore

›› Opkorn Shopping Mall

›› Find the nearest drugstore:
www.pharmacie.lu

Find out more: www.vdl.lu/veloh

Boulevard Emile Kripes / Rue Gaston Thorn
L-4530 Differdange
www.opkorn.lu
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Medical care and hospitals
You can find a general practitioner near you: www.medecins-generalistes.lu
Medical houses provide a replacement service for general practitioners for night care, at weekends and
on public holidays. They provide an alternative service when medical practices are closed. They are not
emergency services.
After midnight and for emergencies you will have to call the emergency number 112.
›› Maison médicale Esch-sur-Alzette
70, rue Emile Mayrisch
L-4240 Esch-sur-Alzette
www.sante.public.lu
›› Centre Hospitalier Emile Mayrisch
Rue Emile Mayrisch
L-4240 Esch-sur-Alzette
+352 57 11-1
www.chem.lu

Cultural venues

SAVE THE DATES
2021-2022

›› 01.10.2021

Unicareers.lu recruitement fair

›› 28-29.10.2021
Foire de l’étudiant

›› 30.10.2021

Journée de rencontre - Belval Campus

›› 20.11.2021

Virtual Information Day

Discover the cultural agenda:



Find out more: luxembourg.public.lu/en/society-and-culture

SAFETY & SECURITY ON CAMPUS

On campus, your safety and security are our priority:
›› Save the Security phone number in your phone – 46 66 44 - 5555
›› Please promptly report incidents or any suspicious behavior on Campus to Security – 46 66 44 - 5555



Hotlines are available 24/7 to assist with an emergency or safety issue.



If your situation is life-threatening always call emergency services (Police, Fire, Ambulance) first,
then contact Security:

›› In any situation requiring emergency medical assistance, call 112
›› In any situation requiring Police assistance, call 113

›› 14-17.12.21
Graduation Week

›› 19.03.2022

Open Day - Maison du Savoir - Belval Campus
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FOLLOW US

ON SOCIAL MEDIA

stay connected on

socialmedia.uni.lu
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JOIN US ON:

SOCIALMEDIA.UNI.LU

